11 good reasons to become a Courage member NOW!

In order to aim high you need a strong base. Courage is: ueberparteilich (above party lines), financially independent, democratic and internationalist.

No half measures – for genuine equality!
Organized, we defend ourselves – against violence, bullying and sexism.
Organized, we fight FOR our future, for better living and working conditions. This includes the vision of the liberation of women in a society liberated from exploitation and oppression.
Organized, we help people on the run AND fight against the causes of flight. Women of all nationalities unite within Courage, together we are stronger!
Environmental criminals are highly organised – we as female environmental fighters must be better organised for the protection of our natural environment!
Together with the miners’– and the BASTA–women in Courage – “Fight to save every job!”

Organized, we break the fetters of millennia–old traditions of oppression and devaluation of woman, make it a social issue, help, criticise and encourage ourselves. Education creates perspective.

To get organized in a packed women´s life is not always easy – but it liberates! After all, it is much more difficult to try to solve everything alone and to plug the holes which are opening time and again!

It’s more fun together: excursions, solidarity, fighting, celebrating and learning new things.

2016 is the year of the 2nd World Women´s Conference of Grassroots Women – and Courage is right in the middle of it! If you see this as a good thing, you belong to Courage!

Find more at www.fvcourage.de or with your local Courage group!